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Telephone House Colchester Cura Construction

The Overview

Cura Construction were the building contractor responsible for converting a 4 storey BT telephone exchange/
office into 51 electrically heated flats.

They had applied to the DNO for connections for the 51 individual flats. However, when they got the response 
from the DNO they were a little confused. The DNO offered a single point of connection (sufficient for the 51 
flats anticipated maximum demand of 350kVA) in a new substation on the development. Their offer however 
did not include the cables from the substation to each of the flats, which was in line with their design standard.
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The Challenge

Stormport’s marketing team had contacted Cura to offer our connection services just after they had received the 
UKPN proposal. Cura were very pleased to speak to us to see how we could resolve this problem for them. We 
first spoke to them in January 2016 and first occupations were scheduled for April 2016 so time was tight.

We agreed that we would work with all parties to resolve the design issues, specify the cables and isolation 
equipment required, procure and install what was required and ensure that we would have supplies to the new 
flats in time for first handovers in April.
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The Process

Firstly we had to eliminate the uncertainty on the approach to this. The ground rules had to be established 
with certainty and confidence. There were two options we put to Cura for the ownership and operation and 
maintenance of the network from the substation to the meter position in each flat.

• Set up their own Building Network Operator (BNO)

• Get the network adopted by an IDNO

The Agreement

• Cura and their Client would establish the BNO

• The network would all be designed to BS7671 standards

• Stormport would procure and install the single core main cables from the substation to the building intake     
position and terminate all cables

• Stormport would manage the DNO interface and ensure energisation took place in time for first handovers

• Cura’s electrical contractor would install the rising mains and lateral services

The Solution

The network design was initiated and the solution for the main cables from the substation to the building intake 
position was 8 x 400mm2 copper single cores 2 per phase and neutral. This was due to the high demand of the 
flats which had direct acting electric and water heating. These were procured and installed by Stormport in a 
90-metre duct route with three 90-degree bends.

Once Stormport had installed the single core cables and locked off the air circuit breaker we arranged for the 
DNO to attend to test and connect the single cores and earth cable onto a fuseway in the transformer mounted 
LV fuse cabinet on the newly energised substation.

The Results

We had developed the lowest cost, technically & commercially compliant and buildable solution for Cura in time 
for the procurement and service delivery to happen and not affect their overall programme.

All work was completed in time for the first handovers in late April.


